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At the same time that the chaos expands throughout the world, the Light also expands within souls.
Everything will be allowed at the end of times so that beings may experience their inner definition.

Just as many souls throw themselves into the abysses due to their choices and actions each day, so
too, children, will those who raise their hands in a sincere request for help receive the opportunity to
reach redemption. 

The Light will expand within beings with the same intensity that chaos expands in the world.
Everything will find its balance, and within those who pray and awaken the faith within themselves,
will dwell the answer to every moment of confusion and darkness that they will experience upon the
Earth. 

In these times, the souls who are searching for the Light will meet Christ, because they know their
last opportunity is approaching. Therefore, do not fear or build up expectations, only pray so
discernment and wisdom may make you see when you are before a sincere heart that searches for
redemption and the opportunity to see the Light.

This opportunity will be given to all, because the time of Mercy is still present in the world. For
those who cry out the doors will be opened so that they may know the Grace of redemption while
there is still time. 

This is why souls approach, this is why more complex situations arise at this time, because everyone
feels within the Call of the last opportunity, and those who are vigilant walk towards it to go from
obscurity to Light. 

The Sacraments will be the key to the redemption of beings, as well as constant prayer and the
sincere heart that is seeking redemption. Humility will dictate the degree of Grace that the
consciousness can receive, and faith will dictate the amplitude of the action of Grace in hearts. 

Therefore, pray and do not get tired of praying. 

Allow the Light of Christ to permeate your inner being so that you may be His mirrors in the world.
It is now time to mirror the Lord so that the darkness of these times does not matter, wherever there
is a disciple of Christ, there will be Light.

You have my blessing for this,

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph.


